
CSC 228-01 Data Structures and Algorithms, Fall 2019 

Instructor: Dr. Natarajan Meghanathan 
 

Project 3: Implementation of the Stack ADT using a Singly Linked List and Comparing its 

Performance with a Doubly Linked List-based Implementation 
 

Due by: Oct. 10th, 11.59 PM 
 

In this project, you will implement the Stack ADT as a Singly Linked List without directly using the 

insertAtIndex, deleteElement, readIndex functions of the Singly Listed List. That is, the push, pop and 

peek operations should not call insertAtIndex(0, data), deleteElement(0) and readIndex(0) functions. The 
push, pop and peek operations should be directly implemented to insert an element in the beginning of the 

linked list, to delete an element (and return its value) from the beginning of the linked list and to read the 

element value from the beginning of the linked list. To help you out, the implementation of the push 
function is given in the startup code provided. Your task is to implement the peek and pop functions like 

this without calling any other function. You can notice that the insertAtIndex, deleteElement and 

readIndex functions have been removed from the Stack class and you should not use them. 
 

After implementing the pop and peek functions, you will be comparing the actual run-time of the push 
and pop operations of a Stack implemented as a Singly Linked List (with insertions and deletions in the 

beginning of the Linked List) with that of a Stack implemented as a Doubly Linked List (with insertions 

and deletions at the tail/end of the Linked List). The main function provided to you has the timers setup 
for this purpose. Your task is to just run the main functions and measure the average time taken (in 

microseconds) for the push and pop operations with the Stack as a Singly Linked List and with the Stack 

as a Doubly Linked List for the following values of the parameters: (i) # elements to be pushed = 10000, 

100000, 1000000; (ii) maximum value for any element = 50000 and (iii) # trials = 50. 
 

Submission: 
 

(i - 70 pts) Submit a separate C++ file featuring the entire code for the Singly Linked List-based 

implementation of the Stack class 
 

Submit all the following put together as one PDF file 

(ii - 12.5 pts) a table presenting the actual run-times for the singly and doubly linked lists-based 

implementations with respect to the parameters mentioned above 

(iii - 5 pts) snapshots of the actual run-times for the above cases.  
(iv - 12.5 pts) interpretation of the difference/similarity in the actual run-times for the push and pop 

operations between the Singly Linked List and Doubly Linked List implementation of the Stack ADT. 

 
 


